QM/MM (ONIOM) study of glycerol binding and hydrogen abstraction by the coenzyme B12-independent dehydratase.
Glycerol binding and the radical-initiated hydrogen transfer by the coenzyme B(12)-independent glycerol dehydratase from Clostridium butyricum were investigated by using quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) calculations based on the high-resolution crystal structure (PDB code: 1r9d). Our QM/MM calculations of enzyme catalysis considered the electrostatic coupling between the quantum-mechanical and molecular-mechanical subsystems and two alternative mechanisms. In addition to performing QM/MM calculations in the enzyme, we evaluated energetics along the same reaction pathway in aqueous solution modeled by the polarized dielectric and in the virtual enzyme site that included full steric component from the enzyme residues described by molecular mechanics but lacked the electrostatic contribution of these residues. In this way, we established significant enzyme catalytic effect with respect to reference reactions in both an aqueous solution and a nonpolar cavity. Structurally, four hydrogen bonds formed between glycerol and H164, S282, E435, and D447 anchor glycerol for hydrogen abstraction by thiyl radical on C433. These hydrogen-bond partners orient glycerol molecule to facilitate the formation of the transition state for hydrogen abstraction from carbon C1. This reaction then proceeds with the activation free energy of 6.3 kcal/mol and the reaction free energy of 6.1 kcal/mol. The polarization effects imposed by these hydrogen bonds represent a predominant contribution to a 7.5 kcal/mol enzyme catalytic effect. These results demonstrate the importance of electrostatic catalysis and hydrogen-bonding in enzyme-catalyzed radical reactions and advance our understanding of the catalytic mechanism of B(12)-independent glycerol dehydratases.